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Executive Summary
The Future of Youth Movements Summit was convened in New York on February 16-17 to gain
insight from organizations, institutions, and individuals on the development of a collaborative
network of youth-led and youth-serving organizations. The objectives of the event were to model
competencies, identify points of collaboration, and strengthen understanding and alignment across
the youth sector to maximize collective impact. In addition, the summit featured the launch of the
YouthMovements.org platform, including an interactive map and knowledge hub
(www.youthmovements.org).
Through a creative process of facilitation, participants identified key areas of focus upon which a
cohesive network will evolve. The mission of YouthMovements.org was defined by the participants
as an inclusive youth-centered network to create awareness, gather evidence, share insights, and
leverage our collective power to amplify youth action for local, national, and global impact.
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Background on Youth Movements
Introduction
Young people have been a growing demographic force globally and throughout history, as
revolutions, scientific breakthroughs and new innovations have often been led by youth. Advances
in social technologies have better enabled youth to express themselves and self-organize, yet there
is a growing need to provide increased support to young people as leaders both individually and
collectively. In 1995, the United Nations World Programme of Action for Youth (WPAY) was
established as a policy framework to improve the situation of young people globally, covering
fifteen priority areas including an emphasis on the importance of youth participation.1 The early
seeds of YouthMovements.org were planted in December of 2000 as part of a gathering of youth
organizations called Make our World, hosted by the Global Youth Action Network (GYAN). Followup research was then conducted and an extensive report was produced by GYAN co-founder Jonah
Wittkamper in 2002 to serve as a Guide to the Global Youth Movement.2
Over the past decade, organizations and networks such as TakingITGlobal (TIG), Ashoka Youth
Venture, Global Youth Service Day, Do Something, AIESEC International, PeaceChild International,
World Summit Youth Award, CIVICUS Youth Assembly, SustainUS, British Council Global
Changemakers and many others have made significant progress in supporting youth-led
development projects, initiatives, campaigns and events. With increasing momentum across issue
areas and geographies, the need for greater cohesion, knowledge sharing and collaboration is
heightened.
In 2011, the Knight Foundation provided a grant to the Global Youth Action Network and
TakingITGlobal as an investment in supporting the future of youth movements. The scope of this
initial undertaking has involved the development and launch of an interactive online map to
aggregate youth-led initiatives across organizations and networks, a knowledge hub to support
sharing of resources, a series of facilitated live discussion groups among partners and the Future of
Youth Movements Summit that took place in New York from February 16-17. The Summit was
facilitated by the Value Web 3 and hosted by the American Management Association, with an evening
dinner at the World Economic Forum’s New York Office in connection with the Global Shapers
program.4
This report has been prepared as a follow-up to the Future of Youth Movements Summit and is
intended to be shared both with participants as well as the expanded group of organizations and
key stakeholders who are interested in joining a collective effort towards amplifying the voices and
actions of youth globally5.

UN World Programme of Action for Youth (WPAY): http://social.un.org/index/Youth/WorldProgrammeofActionforYouth.aspx
Guide to the Global Youth Movement: http://hdr.undp.org/docs/network/hdr_net/Guide_Global_Youth_Movement.pdf
3 The Value Web: http://www.thevalueweb.org/
4 World Economic Forum Global Shapers: http://www.weforum.org/community/global-shapers
5 Photos from the Summit: http://www.flickr.com/photos/75488201@N04/sets/72157629090147922/
1
2
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Declaration of Interdependence
To communicate the spirit and need and YouthMovements.org, key stakeholders of youth-led and
youth serving organizations were consulted and involved in creating the
‘Declaration of Interdependence’6:
We are connected.
We are many.
We all dream of a better world.
The pace of change is accelerating and the challenges we face
are more global and complex than ever before.
We need new ways of thinking and working collaboratively to address these issues.
We must work inclusively across cultures, organizations, generations, and networks to
champion the role of youth.
We will challenge old paradigms, move beyond divisions,
and hold our leaders accountable.
We can harness technology to co-create a peaceful, sustainable planet for all.
Together, we will help to grow young people as leaders;
enabling them to change the world.

Interactive Map
Aggregating data from across the youth sector,
the interactive map showcases youth-led and
youth-serving projects, organizations, events,
coalitions, campaigns, and taskforces, both past
and present, around the globe. Each data point
is linked to a more descriptive project page that
features details of the initiative as well as a link
to the original source. By providing an
aggregated source of opportunities, visibility of
these projects is increased both locally and
globally, attracting more youth to get involved
in creating change in their communities. By
sharing best practices and connecting young people to resources and networks required, we’ll
ensure they overcome barriers preventing them from contributing to meaningful change.
6

Declaration of Interdependence: http://bit.ly/ym-de
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Knowledge Hub
The Knowledge Hub is an online
database of resources that allows
partners to share reports, toolkits, white
papers, policies, declarations, and
listings. This aspect of the platform will
also collect lessons learned from
initiatives listed on the site to facilitate
the transfer of knowledge and best
practices between projects and across
movements. Such information is free
and
accessible,
facilitating
the
dissemination of ideas and resources.
Screen capture of YouthMovements.org knowledge hub

Inquiry Groups
Inquiry groups are facilitated sessions for the network of YouthMovements.org partners. The goal is
to connect leaders in the field to explore best practices, lessons learned, current campaign logistics
and common challenges across the sector. Each month a cross cutting theme is chosen for
exploration by the participants. Thus far, presentations have been prepared by staff building on the
latest developments in the field along with as a series of questions for participants to explore. After
the presentation, the session turns to discussion to explore to facilitate an environment of shared
value and exploration for those involved.
The first Inquiry Group session focused on the dynamics of both traditional and non-traditional
spaces for creating change, the role that governments can play in supporting young people's efforts
and the importance of project based experiential learning. We also discussed the #occupywallstreet
movement and the global grassroots mobilization against corruption and greed held on October
15th. The Second Inquiry Group organized around analysis of The Digital Divide and technological
inequality. As a group we explored the imbalances presented through technical access as well as the
resources and skills required for active participation in our digital world. We examined the role of
privilege, culture, geography and intergenerational access to technology, and how unequal access to
technology mirrors and contributes to current patterns of inequality. Finally, the participants
shared how their work addresses the digital divide and provided best practices we have come
across such as intergenerational models for knowledge transfer, using tele-centers for facilitated
learning and training and providing resources via flash drives to avoid issues with bandwidth.
Moving forward, the themes of Inquiry Group sessions will be based on outcomes of the Summit and
discussion leaders will be selected based on organizations with relevant interest and expertise.
6
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New York Summit
Gaining a broad base of cross-sector insights and feedback was considered vital to the foundation of
a healthy and cooperative network. As such, a summit was convened in order to investigate the
current limits of cooperation, coordination, and collaboration that prevent us as disconnected
organizations from achieving collective action on global issues. Held in New York City on the 16th
and 17th of February, the Future of Youth Movements Summit was facilitated by The Value Web and
sought to uncover how youth movements can be viewed from a systems perspective to achieve
greater impact.7

The focus of the event was to bring together network partners, youth leaders, and expert
contributors from the fields of academia and research, The United Nations, and funding agencies as
well as representation from the Knight Foundation to pursue the following objectives:
○
○
○
○
○

7

To create a model of competencies within the ecosystem of youth movements
To identify points of collaboration across the sector for greater collective impact
To strengthen understanding and alignment across models, objectives, and measures for
our organizations
To map individual and collective focus areas with funder possibilities
To connect a community of collaboration which enables constituents through:

Impact communication

Network insights

Exposure

Research Enablement

Knowledge and resource sharing

For organizational information on The Value Web, see Appendix 1.4.
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Future of Youth Movements Summit Outcomes
The Summit provided an opportunity to establish personal connections among attending
members of the Youth Movements network. The ability to engage in direct communication enabled
participants, in both their personal and organizational capacities, to develop a more distinct sense of
the costs and benefits of participating in a networked community of practice. Prospective partners
were able to increase clarity and understanding of the partnership program, while existing
partnerships were further reinforced.

The Value Web team organized the workshops according to the Creative Process Model, as
pictured above. Primary to this approach toward facilitating multi-stakeholder collaboration is the
open identification of barriers to successful cooperation. The aim is to arrive at a shared vision of
the network, its purpose and its structure. While not all network members or partners involved in
the system were present, the Creative Process Model was pursued in an attempt to build insight into
how collaboration will affect each organization. Recognizing implications of collaborative initiatives
at the outset is deemed critical to the health of trans-sectoral networks. For a detailed chronology of
events, see Appendix 5.

An aggregated illustration of the metaphors activity, by Aaron Williamson. of The Value Web .
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Engaged Participants
Attendees of the summit represented a
diverse array of organizations, institutions,
and individuals, enabling the collective to
draw on a wealth of professional expertise
and
experience.
Organizational
representatives embodied a range of sectors,
including education, peace and conflict
resolution, cross-cultural communication,
and environmental sustainability, united in
their recognition of the role of youth in
achieving organizational goals. Participants
from intergovernmental and academic
Summit Participants Juan, Ediola, and Liam.
institutions contributed a high-level
perspective of developments in the youth
sector at large, while the participation of foundation representatives provided insight on practical
feasibility of the network.
The format of the two-day event was such that areas of focus were identified and developed
organically by all participants. As opposed to revolving around a schedule of featured speakers, the
summit was entirely participatory, and required that attendees devote two complete days of their
time so as to fully immerse themselves in pursuit of the summit objectives. As a result, a strong
sense of community was formed, enabling participants to identify the haves and needs of network
organizations and to recognize the value of long-term network engagement. For a full list of
participants, see Appendix 3.
Mission & Principles
Over the course of the two-day summit, the key area of focus identified by participants was to define
the mission statement and guiding principles of the YouthMovements network. Following the
Creative Process model, working groups were formed to develop and reflect upon an inclusive and
non-limiting set of frameworks around which a comprehensive network can evolve. Strong
consensus on behalf of the summit participants was achieved, and was recorded as follows:
Mission Statement
We are an inclusive youth-centred network.
We create awareness, gather evidence, share insights, and leverage our collective power to
amplify youth action for local, national, and global impact.
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Guiding Principles
As individuals in partnership, we:
○
Support the agency of youth
○
Promote inclusivity & access
○
Share data, and insight in dialogue
○
Recognize and honour each other’s collaboration and achievements
Sharing Models
In order to strengthen understanding and alignment across models, objectives, and measures for
our organizations, each participant was asked to create a model to illustrate of one of the following
ideas: influence, adaptation, movements, community, awareness, and organizational structure. For a
complete archive of participant models, see Appendix

Create a model that illustrates how influence manifests in a
system and in society. How is it generated, and how does it
propagate?
● What are the elements of influence, as it pertains to
social movements?
● How is it created, how does it spread?
● What inhibits it?
● What multiplies or amplifies it?

Influence - Rebecca Z.

Create a model that illustrates how systems or networks adapt.
● What are the elements of adaptation?
● What does adaptation look like in a network? What
makes a network adaptive or not?
● What must be in place for it to be adaptive?
● What inhibits or stops adaptation?

Adaptation - Steve C.
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Create a model that illustrates the ways in which movements
begin, and how they spread.
● What are the connections between perceived
conditions (issues), ideas, and movements?
● How does a movement come to be?
● How do movements spread?
● What makes people join movements? Stay in them?
Leave them?

Movements - Phil A.
Create a model that illustrates how a sense of community is
created and sustained in diverse groups.
● What are the elements of community?
● What creates community within a larger group or
network?
● What supports community, strengthens it?
● What elements are detrimental to community?

Community - Danielle M.

Create a model that illustrates how awareness manifests
within systems or networks.
● How do elements of a system or network build
awareness - of each other, and of the whole?
● How can systems maximize awareness?
● What inhibits awareness?
● What promotes it?

Awareness - Rebecca Z.
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Create a model expressing how your organization works to
create impact.
● What change are you trying to create in the world?
● Who are the stakeholders?
● What resources does your organization bring to
bear?
● What impact does your organization create? How do
you know?

Organization - Katrina O.

Organization - Katrina (AIESEC)
You have each created a different model – one of an
organization, then models of influence, awareness,
community, movements, and adaptation.
● How do these models relate to each other?
● What are the key features in each model to apply to the
network?
● How could a network exemplify the best features of each
of these models?
● Use the model of the organization and its impact. How
might it optimally relate to the network? How could the
network augment the impact of the organization?

Synthesis – Group 4

Mapping Competencies
In order to identify potential areas of network collaboration, each participant was asked to
answer a series of questions relating to both their individual and organizational role in the network,
and what they sought to gain from engagement (Appendix 4). Through this process, themes of
collaboration interests were determined, as follows:
○ Effective grant-making practices
○ Issue-based campaign strategies
○ Visibility/extending reach
○ Leveraging technology/platform tools
○ Volunteer training/recruitment retention
○ Mentorship Models
○ Curriculum Development
○ Data Aggregation of Analysis/Trends
○ Models of monitoring and evaluation
12
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These recognized collaboration interests will define future areas of discussion and knowledge
sharing within regularly scheduled inquiry groups, and will contribute to shaping the technical
development of the YouthMovements.org platform.

Summit participant Caitlin J.

Next Steps & Working Groups
Prior to the close of the summit, a set of tasks were determined to facilitate the continued
development of the network and to maintain momentum. In order to initiate more expansive and
collective network administration, participants identified a range of potential Working Groups to
support follow-up momentum:









Mapping our networks – aggregating further information including mission statements;
geographical reach; audience; organizational capacity; youth initiatives
Community Strengthening - how to keep members engaged and active
o Virtual happy hour
o Identifying and filling the gaps; taking lead on strategic recruitment
o Announcement board promoting continual sharing of information, resources, etc.
o Animation team - engage the network, respond to inquiries from other members of
the network
Creating Spaces/Events - how to leverage opportunities to convene members of the network
through virtual and real-time contact
Issue-Based Clusters - leverage expertise of issue-based organizations
Marketing/design - how to brand/share ourselves
Development - fundraising; reflecting on the success of the network and potential for
growth; drive funding opportunities
Matchmaking - how do we put organizations and individuals in contact w/ one another
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Research Insights
A survey was provided for participants to complete during both the start of the Summit and
immediately following the end of the Summit. Topline insights are as follows:
1. The majority of those attending the summit were already involved in collaborative projects;
2. Sharing information, jointly developing programs/projects and working with multi-sectoral
partners were the most common forms of collaboration overall;
3. Collaborations with other NGO partners were viewed as highly beneficial;
4. Largest barriers to collaboration were to do with resource logistics, potential damage or
confusion associated with organizational branding

In advance of the Summit and in preparation for the launch of the YouthMovements website, project
data from multiple networks were shared and represented through a searchable map. As additional
data from new organizations is incorporated, the aim of the map is to provide an easy visual
reference point to understand and identify the multiple areas of focus around the world through a
single portal. During the conference, discussions centered in part on the ways that this aggregated
data set could be used to study trends within the sector, identify possible opportunities for
collaboration, celebrate and share the contributions of individuals and organizations.
In advance of the summit, preliminary research was undertaken by the YouthMovements team at
TIG to formalize a basic set of data requirements for projects. The list includes Project Title,
Description, City, relationship to key issues like the Millennium Development Goals or World
Programme of Action for Youth and project URL. In addition to formalizing project data
requirements, summit dialogue also brought up the issue of data transparency and access. This
discussion will be part of ongoing dialogues taking place during YouthMovements Inquiry Group
meetings.
14
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Appendix
1.

Background Information

1.1

TakingITGlobal

TakingITGlobal harnesses technology to empower youth to understand and act on the
world’s greatest challenges. An international charitable organization founded in 1999 by two young
Canadians, TIG serves youth worldwide through a multilingual online learning community and
innovative education programs. Often described as a “social network for social good,” the awardwinning www.tigweb.org is available in thirteen languages and offers a diverse set of educational
resources and action tools intended to inspire, inform, and involve. Since launching in 2000, 20
million people have accessed the website to learn, grow, and realize their potential.

1.2

The Knight Foundation

Knight Foundation supports transformational ideas that promote quality journalism,
advance media innovation, engage communities and foster the arts. We believe that democracy
thrives when people and communities are informed and engaged. In addition to supporting the
freedom of expression and journalistic excellence, the Knight Foundation has invested more than
$100 million in new technologies and techniques since 2007, including in more than 200
community news and information experiments. Its media innovation portfolio seeks to improve
public media, discover new platforms for investigative reporting, increase digital and media literacy,
promote universal broadband access, and support a free and open Web.

1.3

Global Youth Action Network

The Global Youth Action Network (GYAN) represents a growing alliance of youth-led and
youth-serving organizations in more than 190 countries, working together to improve our world.
Membership is open on different levels to any organization that supports young people and which
does not advocate hatred or violence in any form.

1.4

The Value Web

The Value Web is an international non-profit association, based in Switzerland, focused on
multi-sector/multi-stakeholder collaboration in transformational projects for a more sustainable,
equitable world. The association designs and delivers collaborative engagements to support likeminded leaders and their organizations around the world.
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2. Summit Participant List
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3.

Mapping Participant Interests and Assets
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4.

Sharing Models
For a complete archive of participant models, see flickr link:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/75488201@N04/

5.

Chronology of Events

5.1

Day One

Creative Process Model
The Value Web team organized the workshops according to the Creative Process Model, as
pictured above. Primary to this approach toward facilitating multi-stakeholder collaboration is the
open identification of barriers to successful cooperation. The aim is to arrive at a shared vision of
the network, its purpose and its structure. While not all network members or partners involved in
the system were present, the Creative Process Model was pursued in an attempt to build insight into
how collaboration will affect each organization. Recognizing implications at the outset is deemed
critical to the health of trans-sectoral networks, according to the above model.
YM Platform Presentation
YouthMovements.org website was presented to attendees. The site elements and web
statistics, along with a link to the site itself, can be found in the appendix of this report.
Breakout Session 1
Breakout groups of approximately 5 – 7 participants were assigned by the Value Web team.
Each group was asked to read, discuss and apply instances of cooperation and communication from
the natural world through the provided independent readings.
Reporting: Metaphors
Participants reconvened in plenary session to report their findings of the first breakout
assignment. Trends in the emergent design principles included:
○

○

○
○
○
○

When determining an action plan, a continuum emerges between inspiration and
command
The value of diversity, adaptation, and creative destruction – the importance of
breaking down habitual practices, creating new growth and development in those
spaces
Competition as a positive force for specialization
Identify unique roles of each contributor
Horizontal structure with maximum impact
Power of individual as part of collective and recognition of the whole as greater than
the sum of parts

Breakout Session 2
Participants were asked to share their organizational models with one another in their
breakout group, as well as a model of influence, awareness, community, movements and adaptation.
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They were then asked to combine the best elements of all of these models in a representation of the
YouthMovements network.
Plenary Check-In
Upon reflection of the modelling activity, participants began to inquire openly about the
structure and functions of the network, highlighting three areas of concern:
○
What are we as organizations bringing to the table?
○
Is there consensus on what we are trying to achieve?
○
What are our monitoring and evaluation strategies?
Those in attendance expressed an interested in identifying the haves and needs of each
represented organization so as to better analyze the costs and benefits to participating from an
individual perspective. There was concern that the network would occupy more time and resources
than anticipated at the outset, and inquiries as to how the network could be maintained with the
limited resources available to each member. In addition, there was an express desire to distinguish
the network from initiatives already in existence, particularly the TakingITGlobal platform and the
Global Youth Action Network.
Breakout Session 3
Each breakout group was asked to consider how the network and players could combine
efforts to optimize the system for each of the following objectives:
Impact Communication explored the barriers to engagement such as prohibitive power
structures and the need for youth to define thought independent from adult influence. There is also
a need to be aware of destructive language to avoid limiting youth as leaders of “tomorrow” and the
”next generation” and considerations to be examined when highlighting change agents such as legal
barriers and religious issues
The Network Insights group began to examine how different perspectives and knowledge
can be used by organizations to leverage each other’s strengths. In order to effectively do so it is
necessary to know the ultimate aim of the collective, to keep it simple, to maintain the conversation
via frequent and meaningful communication, to be aware of organizational accessibility and to set
up a feedback loop across the sector.
Knowledge & Resource Sharing convened to explore the tension between individual and
organizational strengths as well as resource optimization and the merits of invitation only vs. open
access structures. There was an emphasis on reciprocal resources, asset-based approaches,
recreating relationships once an individual moves on from an organization and overcoming barriers
to map and share information. It was determined that organizations would benefit from the
establishment of a feedback loop to determine who is using their resources, and how they are being
used.

5.2

Day Two

Participants reconvened on the morning of day two and identified a set of inquiries that had
to be addressed in order to arrive at a strategy with which to move the network forward:
○ Where does collaboration seem attractive to you?
○ What is the role of TIG? How is it different from TIG?
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○ To what extent is the website for the public vs. the partner framework?
It was recognized that a clear understanding of what each organization could provide to the
network, as well as what it hoped to gain, was needed. Some of these hopes included shared
technical support and funding stability. Participants also determined that the short-run primary
beneficiaries, whether the public-at-large or restricted network partners, had to be identified before
an organizational framework could be defined.
Participant Introductions
Participants were then asked to give a brief introduction of themselves and the
organizations they represent. This activity was included in response to a demand expressed by
summit attendees. Information regarding participants and organizations can be found in the
appendix of this report.
Defining Strategy
Participants identified the following areas of action that needed to be addressed in order to define a
strategy, and formed the basis for this breakout sessions:
● Sharing Standards and Analytics
o What information can be gained from the platform?
o Who can add + IP/Track Usage?
o What are the legal perspectives required to setting a standard of practice?
●

User Feedback and a User-oriented Evolution of the Platform
o What differentiates this offering to different audiences? There are other networks to
respond to the individual, but a need to address the lack of communication between
organizations.

●

Network Framework and Collaboration Categories
o How does this Network exist beyond the website?
o What are the incentives to join and what kinds of orgs are we recruiting and, how?
o What are the merits of Open vs. closed networks?
o How do we ensure organizational values are aligned? Who will evaluate the
application to join to ensure values alignment? How do we ensure representation
across geography, issues and demographics? Should membership be open beyond
organizations in the youth sector such as development agencies and the corporate
sector?

●

Mission Statement/Objectives
o “Spur momentum and create a space for YouthMovements of the world to raise
awareness, exchange ideas and channel our energy to leverage collective power of
existing and emerging initiatives, networks, resources, and voices to maximize
impact”
o “Create awareness, build a body of evidence, and leverage the collective power of
youth and youth-serving orgs locally, nationally, and globally to…” (champion the
role of youth to make change in society.)

Final Strategy
Mission Statement
We are an inclusive youth-centred network.
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We create awareness, gather evidence, share insights, and leverage our collective
power to amplify youth action for local, national, and global impact.
Guiding Principles
As individuals in partnership, we:
○ Support the agency of youth
○ Promote inclusivity & access
○ Share data, and insight in dialogue
○ Recognize and honour each other’s collaboration and achievements
Roles
As partners in the YouthMovements network, our role is to:
○ Marshall data and analyze the impact
○ Steward both internal and external communication
○ Facilitate cooperation for new and existing partnerships, as well as partnerships in
transition
○ Administrate and host opportunities for increased collaboration and communication
○ Pursue technical development

6.

Summit Evaluation Survey Data

Pre-Survey

https://www.surveymonkey.com/sr.aspx?sm=roejjlSZdcThw5FwsOE
AIVRSXC68dTY4vYY9rGXwINo_3d
Post-Survey

https://www.surveymonkey.com/sr.aspx?sm=Jc70q38tVkd39CsRFB7pZaBeB5DQj
g7YgEbuNzd6us8_3d
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Research Questions:
1. What is the state of ‘collaborative efforts’ among individuals and group attending the
summit?
a. The majority of those attending were involved in collaborative efforts;
b. Survey results suggest that the majority were ‘renewing and evolving current
collaborative efforts’ (60.0%; n=40) or ‘currently taking action towards common
goals’ (47.5%; n=40);
2. For the majority, collaborative efforts are focused on the following:
a. Sharing input, information & expertise (74.4%; n=39)
b. Jointly developing, delivering or promoting programs/services (66.7%; n=39)
c. Working with multi-sectoral partners to influence broader social/systems change
(59.0%; n=39)
3. What kinds of collaborations are more attractive to individuals and groups?
a. Collaborations with other NGO partners (55% TopBox; n=40) and
Intergovernmental Partners (40% TopBox; n=40) were viewed as the most
beneficial overall
4. What were the most substantial barriers to collaboration?
a. The most substantial barriers were related to resource management logistics (26%
Top2Box; n=38), depending on other organizations to protect the reputations of
those involved (24% Top2Box; n=38), and issues of ‘brand confusion’ as audience
struggle to understand the offerings of organizations involved in collaborative
projects (24% Top2Box; n=38)
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